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or vapor density, or by both, must lead to an overflow above and a corresponding surface inflow around the outer borders.
Obviously the rate of volume overflow at any time is proportional to the area in question, while the corresponding inflow is proportional to the boundary multiplied by the average normal component of the wind. If the area is circular with radius R, it follows that the rate of outflow above is proportional to xB2, and the rate of inflow below to 2irRVn, in which Vn is the average radially inward component of the wind at the distance R from the center. But as the two currents compensate each other except as modified by precipitation, explained below, it follows that Vn, other things being equal, is proportional to R. Hence, when the area involved is rather large, 100 miles, say, in diameter, the relatively shallow and spirally moving compensating or return current may become very perceptible. This at once feeds the entire rising column with excessively humid air that renders it an even better absorber than before, of both insolation and terrestrial radiation, and increases its rate of expansion, thus initiating, perhaps, a widespread condensation. If so, the latent heat thus set free, while it does not actually raise the temperature of the air, reduces the rate of adiabatic cooling from approximately 1° G. to about 0.4° per 100 meters increase of elevation, and thereby establishes, within the rising column, temperatures distinctly higher than those of the surrounding air at the same level. In this way the circulation is accelerated, and, thereby, the rate of condensation and freeing of latent heat increased until—through growth of size, restricted supply of water vapor, and other causes—a limiting, somewhat steady, state is attained.
When the conditions here described occur at some distance from the equator, the rotation of the earth deflects the inflowing air and establishes a rotation around the region of lowest pressure—an effect all the more likely to occur (perhaps rarely else does occur) when the existing convection takes place along the doldrum boundary between the rather oppositely directed (not opposing) trade winds, the one from higher latitudes, the other from across the equator. But whatever the radius of curvature, the angular momentum remains constant—the law of the conservation of areas obtains—except as modified by friction and viscosity, and therefore, since surface drag is effective at but small elevations, the atmosphere at only 100 to 200 meters above the water may, as it moves inward, soon reach that velocity at which its deflective force is equal to the horizontal pressure gradient. When such velocity is reached, as it obviously may be at any appreciable altitude, inflow at that place necessarily ceases. Near the water, however, this limiting velocity is prevented by surface friction and turbulence. Hence, as soon as the whirl is well established, it must be fed almost exclusively by the lowest and, therefore, most humid air. In this way a maximum amount of precipitation, and, through it, a maximum amount of thermal energy, is secured—a condi-

